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OPENING THOUGHTS
I think this is a strong short. It's simple yet nuanced and complex. There's a meaningful message and
you've got great characters. Structure is probably what needs the most work, with the build into the
climax needing some shaping. I have a few other thoughts and suggestions, but on the whole I think
you're in good shape! 

CHARACTERS
THE MODEL: One note I have in the first five pages is that we might need a little more context for why
she is so vulnerable and afraid of being seen, reason being that it's something of an odd response for a
model to have (who knows going in that they are going to be drawn in the nude). I do love that she is
so scared and exposed, just curious as to the "why." I think it's great when she starts to relax because
the other characters are opening up to her. I think that's a beautiful arc for her character. The note is
just that her flaw needs to be clearer (the why to her modesty) so that there is a definitive point A for
her arc. Maybe this is the secret she could start to spill? I love that she is a device that changes the
world/people around her. 

THE TEACHER: I would consider having the Teacher spill her guts at some point in the story as well in
order for her to earn her place (without a stitch on) at the end of the short. 

THE GENTLEMAN: I wanted his secret to be maybe just a touch more creative since it's the last one to
be revealed. Food for thought. You don't want it to be too edgy though since he is a "gentleman." 

Character really stood out as one of the strengths of this piece as the characters feel very nuanced and
specific. 

PLOT
I like the plot and there is a clear beginning (the model's anxiety), middle (the class's revelation of their
secrets), and end (the stripping off of clothes/pretenses). I loved the beat where the other students
join the model in her nudity. The one missing element for the plot is the model's revelation of her
secret. I have an idea for this - when she goes to sit down behind an easel, maybe give her a minute
there and have her start to spill her secret, then let the teacher interrupt her and usher her back up in



front of the class. This will work to help complete her arc and the arc of the story without necessarily
ever revealing the model's secret to the audience (which is an idea I really like). Hope all that makes
sense. This is a smaller thing, but I would also shift focus away from the Virgin a little bit and onto the
Gentleman towards the end as the Virgin feels maybe a little too central in the story. You've got good
internal and external conflict though and I think the story is meaningful and creative. 

STRUCTURE
I love the structural moment when all of the characters start confessing their deepest secrets, but
might wait a bit (maybe until page 4) to have the Virgin confess that he is a Virgin. Overall I might try to
trim this to a 7 page short. I think some of the dialogue could be cut in order to achieve this and I tried
to point out places in the in-line notes where this was the case. I would also work on the build into the
climax. When we get into the conversation about smells, the plot drifts a bit in a structural sense
because we need to be amping up emotional stakes at that point in the story. I might consider having
the model cry over something else (maybe something more personal) at that moment for this reason. 

DIALOGUE
I think there are two things to watch out for overall in the dialogue. The first is using humor for the
sake of humor. It didn't happen often but there are maybe one or two spots (thinking here of page 5)
where something funny gets said that doesn't necessarily move story forward. The second thing to be
aware of is when something should be in the subtext rather than being spoken out loud. Thinking in
particular of the Virgin's revelation that he is a Virgin as that might need to be coaxed out of him. In
other words, try having him hide it for as long as possible. 

CONCEPT
French girl has an important line for message on page 3, "You are vulnerable, exposed, and this...this is
where the art is." I'm wanting the Model to be exposed in an emotional way though in order for that
aspect of message to ring true. In other words, it needs to be about more than just being nude if that
makes sense (from the model's perspective). Although as I mentioned, you don't necessarily need to



reveal to the audience her secret, it's just important that she try to reveal it. I do feel like the story has a
really great message about not being alone by the end and that our protagonist does genuinely
become a type of superhero. The message for me is that when we open ourselves up to others,
sometimes what we receive in return is worth the fear. That makes for a very meaningful experience. I
think overall concept is strong in this, would just work on having the model at least attempt to reveal
something. 

FINAL THOUGHTS
This was both a heartwarming and humorous journey. Really great work on character and message.
Consider some of the suggestions, focusing on the build into the climax and on the idea of having the
model at least start to spill her guts, and I think this should be good to go. Take care, and happy
writing! 

HOW IS THE SCRIPT'S FORMAT, GRAMMAR, AND SPELLING?

The script can become a slow read because of typos, formatting, or other issues.

The script has a few typos, formatting, or grammatical issues, but overall looks professional.

The script has limited errors, and the word choice and formatting make this an easy read. It
feels professional.

ADDITIONAL THOUGHTS ABOUT THE PRESENTATION AND READABILITY
This feels very professional and the writing style flows. I don't think I caught a single typo or formatting
issue in the read. One small thing, I would avoid overly long parentheticals (like the ones we get on
page 8). Just put those in the action lines instead. But you've done great work in this category. 

ARE THE VOICE AND PERSPECTIVE UNIQUE ENOUGH TO STAND OUT WITH



INDUSTRY PROFESSIONALS?

The voice and perspective aren’t standout. Even if the writing is really solid, this may be a little
bit run-of-the-mill storytelling.

There are elements of this writing that reveal the writer's voice, however it is either not
consistent throughout or isn't quite jumping off the page yet.

This writer has a truly unique voice or perspective. This will really stand out as a writing sample.

ADDITIONAL THOUGHTS ABOUT THE WRITER'S VOICE / PERSPECTIVE
I think you've got a great voice and that this is a meaningful, clear journey that should resonate with
the audience. The only reason this didn't receive the high score has to do with uniqueness. It's not run
of the mill storytelling by any means, but it also does feel a bit maybe like something we've seen
before, so anything you can introduce to help give this even more edge will help. I think the solution
might be in the model's secret. Try playing around with that a bit. 

WAS THE SCRIPT'S STYLE AND TONE CONSISTENT AND COMPELLING?

The script's style and tone have some appeal, but could be clarified and made more consistent.

The script's style and tone adds an engaging element to the mix. It could be more consistent,
but there’s real potential.

The script's style and tone grabs the reader's attention and holds it until the final page,
remaining consistent throughout.

MARKETING BLUEPRINT STYLE DETAILS
You've got a great sense of tone, but there were just a few moments that jumped out as maybe being
slightly out of tone. Thinking in particular here of the Virgin's question about the clitoris as that felt



maybe a little too silly/over the top. The writing style is also good, but maybe consider introducing a
bit more personality into the action lines to help this stand out. You don't want to go too far with that,
but since this is a light comedy, I think a little bit of sass in the action lines is appropriate. 

HOW WELL DID THE WRITER USE GENRE CONVENTIONS?

While the script hints at a specific genre, it doesn't feel fleshed out enough to use as a genre
sample.

The script uses some of the expected genre conventions, and it could be pushed further.

The writer uses genre conventions to great success. This script will stand out as fresh, even
within the genre.

MARKETING BLUEPRINT GENRE CONVENTION DETAILS
The reason I chose this category goes back to the uniqueness issue. You've got a complete,
meaningful, funny story and a lot of the humor is really working. I think though if you could push
humor in an edgier, maybe even darker way, it could help this stand out. As I mentioned above, there
are maybe a few places where tone is too light, and I think this could be very intriguing as a slightly
darker comedy (focusing here on the types of things the characters choose to reveal). Food for
thought. There may be other ways to help this stand out as being unique, just mentioning a few ideas. 
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TEACHER
If you would pose--

 
MODEL

But how can I?
 

TEACHER
Just hold still--

 
MODEL

They know all my secrets. And I 
don’t know any of theirs. Except 
for his.

 
VIRGIN

It’s not a secret. I’m waiting for 
marriage.

 
FRENCH GIRL

That is a mistake.
 

VIRGIN
I do have questions, though. What 
exactly is a...

(he whispers)
...clitoris?

 
MODEL

That’s not what they’re drawing, 
right??

 
VIRGIN

(confessing in a whisper)
It feels like a swear.

 
SCIENTIST

I’m in love with my teacher.
 
The room looks to the Teacher.
 
The Teacher looks startled.
 

SCIENTIST
Not her. My Quantum Physics 
professor.

 
MODEL

Dr. Mendez?
 

SCIENTIST
Yes!

 
MODEL

She’s gorgeous. I can totally see 
that for you.

 

5.

MP47
Sticky Note
Here I think we actually do need to know some of her secrets. Try opening her up on an emotional as well as physical level. 

MP47
Sticky Note
Ok love that the characters start confessing their secrets, would just work a little on heightening focus characters other than the Virgin. 

MP47
Highlight

MP47
Sticky Note
This felt maybe a little unrealistic in the age of the internet. 

MP47
Highlight

MP47
Sticky Note
Everything highlighted is funny but I would still consider deleting to avoid having the Virgin ask the above question. 

MP47
Sticky Note
This is funny. 

MP47
Sticky Note
Here it starts to become a little clearer that she's relaxing because everyone else is opening up. Nice work. 


